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INTRODUCTION

Devikins NFTs are a non-fungible token used as 
playable characters in the game.

Devikins NFTs are the playable characters of the RPG game, Devikins. 
Players can collect, breed, grow, and battle with their Devikins NFTs. 
A Devikins NFT is addressed as a Devikin, a cute being originally from 
the Void, the main world of Devikins game. 

A Devikin extrapolates the game boundaries, being an NFT makes 
it exist in the real world. Non-fungible tokens, or NFTs, are a special 
type of token that exist on a blockchain. Regular 
cryptocurrency tokens such as Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, and Klever are known as fungible. A 
fungible token is akin to fiat money, e.g. a ten 
dollar bill is worth ten dollars no matter 
if you have a bill issued last year, or ten 
years ago. A non-fungible token does 
not share this feature. The 205th issued 
Devikins NFT holds its own value no 
matter how much other Devikin NFTs 
are worth. 

A Devikin exists inside of Devikins and 
outside of it. You do not have to be a 
player to collect these adorable rascals. 
You can hold them in your wallet and 
never bring it to the game.
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OVERVIEW

A Devikin is a unique being composed of several 
characteristics. Genes, Ancestry, Personality, 
Affinity, Life Stage, and Base Attributes. 

A Devikin is the most important piece of Devikins. Players raise 
their Devikins using a breeding and care system, reminiscent of pet 
simulation games, put them in teams to fight epic battles, amass 
them to reach collection milestones, and can even use them to bring 
more Devikin to life.

Minting new, random Devikin is planned to be affordable for all 
players, all of the time. However, for players who fancy rare and/
or ultra-strong Devikin, the marketplace will be open for business. 
Players can offer their lucky drops or buy that final, perfect piece for 
their ultimate team in the marketplace.

In this whitepaper, we intend to cover all details of how to precisely 
evaluate your Devikin. Overall Affinity (OA) is the main rule that sets 
the Devikin rarity. Rarity comes in five flavours: Common, Uncommon, 
Rare, Mythic and the fearful Eldritch. Besides Overall Affinity, genes 
have their own set of rarities based on Devikin biology.

This whitepaper was written assuming that the reader has already 
read the Devikins whitepaper release in July 2021, which can be found 
at www.devikins.com.

http://www.devikins.com
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DEVIKIN MINT

It is time for that awkward moment every 
parent has to face some day. Where do Devikin 
come from?

Devikin aren’t born from another Devikin. Until this point, they 
blossomed from the Mynthe Tree, the oldest tree in the Void. The 
Overlord, renowned as the first blossomed Devikin adopted all other 
Devikin as his own children. 

To this day, the Mynthe Tree still blossoms new Devikin, and any new 
Overlord aspirant can recruit ones from it. However after arduous 
research, Devikin researchers discovered a new way of spawning their 
kind and thusly named it ‘procreation,’ due to the process requiring 
two sources - or parents. The Devikin procreation process is completely 
alien to earthly reproduction as we know it.

Devikins NFT tokenomics:
Character inflation is usually one of the main issues within blockchain 
games powered by NFT characters. Late to join players have to pay a 
prohibitive entry price to start playing. To mitigate this common issue, 
the Devikins team decided to peg the Devikins NFT price to USD, and 
have a predefined inflation curve based on the circulating supply of 
Devikins NFTs.

In the devikins.com store, players can purchase randomly generated 
Devikin at any time, with pricing based on the inflation curve and 
current DVK price. This mint process is addressed as regular mint. 
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The initial MSRP of a Devikins NFT regular mint will be $3.00 USD worth 
of DVK on release day at the devikins.com store. For instance, at the 
DVK rate of 0.01 USD, an NFT would cost around 300 DVK initially.

As new NFTs are minted, the price will follow the inflation curve, which 
will have the price increased by 5% for every 10,000 additional NFTs 
in circulation. After 100,000 NFTs are in circulation, the inflation will 
decrease from 5% to 2.5%, for every 10,000 additional NFTs. At the 
1,000,000 milestone, inflation will be readjusted once more and it will 
decrease from 2.5% to 1.0% for every 10,000 in circulation. The curve 
below projects the price increase over NFT circulation supply. Price will 
follow the curve, which means there won’t be price spikes at milestones.

In the marketplace, where players can offer their NFTs to other players, 
the NFT price will not be regulated, and instead will be dictated by 
supply and demand. Rare, and limited NFTs will always be valued 
higher. In addition, the Devikins breeding system will let players have a 
chance to fine tune the NFTs they wish to offer in the marketplace.
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Although Devikins NFTs have no maximum supply, the game will 
introduce NFT burn mechanics which will decrease the NFT circulating 
supply, thus reducing the NFT price.  For instance, to fully promote a 
Devikin, 18 NFT must be burned.
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AFFINITIES

Affinities regulate how fast a Devikin’s attributes 
grow when leveling up. The higher an affinity, the 
faster its attributes grow.

A Devikin has five base attributes: Vitality, Power, Fortitude, Agility, 
and Sanity. These attributes are mainly used during combat. For each 
base attribute, a Devikin has an affinity that links to it: Vitality Affinity, 
Power Affinity, Fortitude Affinity, Agility Affinity, and Sanity Affinity.

An affinity ranges from 1 to 10, in which the higher the affinity, the 
faster the base attribute it represents grows during a level up. 

The Overall Affinity (OA) is given by summing up all affinities, therefore  
OA ranges from 5 to 50.  The OA is directly linked to the Devikin’s rarity.

Affinities are rolled when minting a new Devikin. The affinity value 
distribution follows a gaussian distribution as seen below:
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AFFINITIES
In the NFT collapsed view, players can see the Overall Affinity in 
the bottom right. By hovering with the mouse or pressing on a 
touchscreen device, the NFT exposes the detailed view and shows 
affinity values separately.

Common

5-29

Uncommon

30-34

Rare

35-40

Mythic

41-49

Eldritch
50

Rarity breakdown by Overall affinity:
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GENES

A Devikin’s visuals are defined by a collection of 
genes. Each gene sets the shape of their eyes, 
mouth and nose, ears, hair style, and horns.

Similar to affinities, Devikins get five genes as well. Eye genes, Mouth 
and Nose genes, Ear genes, Hair Style genes, and Horn genes shape their 
visuals. 

In the Void world, genes have the following biological balance. Dominant 
genes are common, Co-Dominant recessive genes are uncommon, 
Recessive genes are rare, Bonded genes are even rarer - known among 
Devikin as set genes, since they stick together and they can’t be inherited. 
Unique genes are exquisite genes that no one in The Void knows how to 
explain. Finally, we have Mutated genes, a gene only present during mint 
by procreation.

As mentioned, Unique and Mutated genes cannot be obtained during a 
regular mint. For all other genes, the drop rate of genes is presented below: 
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In the NFT detailed view, each gene 
rarity is displayed via their frame colour. 
Players can spot right away whether they 
have a gem on their hands. 

In a regular mint, for each affinity of 10, a 
rare gene is guaranteed to be generated. 
Strong Devikin have to look cool, right?

The gene pool is seasonal. The initial 
gene pool for Devikins’ release might not 
be available in the future, as new seasons 
kick in, refreshing the Devikin visuals.

DominantDominant

Co-DominantCo-Dominant

RecessiveRecessive

UniqueUnique

BondedBonded

MutatedMutated

Gene Rarity Color Scale:
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PERSONALITIES

A Devikin has a personality which plays off game 
mechanics and offers bonus Affinity points. 

Personality makes a Devikin even more unique. There are 10 basic 
personalities when minting a Devikin, and limited personalities might 
be available in the store from time to time. Miner, Lavish, and Glitched 
personalities are a great example of limited personalities, and were 
offered as a bonus for all participants of the initial Devicoin mining event.

All basic personalities have the same odds of dropping in a regular 
mint. Limited ones might have different odds, being rarer to drop 
while available. An example of rare personality is the Klever 
one, which will be available only during the NFT sale’s 
first week, at a drop rate of 0.1%.

Personalities and their affinity bonus are as follows:
• Angry: +1 Power, +1 Agility;
• Curious: +1 Agility, +1 Sanity;
• Feisty: +2 Power;
• Nerdy: +2 Fortitude;
• Polite: +1 Vitality, +1 Fortitude;
• Reckless: +1 Fortitude, +1 Sanity;
• Resilient: +1 Vitality, +1 Power;
• Sassy: +2 Agility;
• Shy: +2 Vitality;
• Stoic: +2 Sanity;
• Miner: +2 Power, +1 Agility;
• Lavish: +2 Vitality, +1 Fortitude;
• Glitched: +3 Sanity;
• Klever: +1 all affinities.

Lavish personality 
base outfit
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ANCESTRIES

Lunarian, Ochran, Glyesian, Maarish, and Khoroth 
are the five Devikin ancestries. 

A Devikin descends from one of five major ancestries present in 
Devikins: Lunarian, Ochran, Glyesian, Maarish, and Khoroth. The 
Devikin’s ancestry is expressed via their skin tone. 

Ancestries are strictly exclusive, which means offspring from a 
breeding mint using two sources of different ancestries won’t have 
a mixed ancestry, they will instead inherit their ancestry from one of 
the two contributing sources.

Ancestries have no rarity, as the Void doesn’t exhibit any favoritism   
and therefore all share the same odds of dropping in a regular mint.

Ancestries classification list:

Lunarian Ochran Glyesian Maarish Khoroth
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A Devikin has three distinct life stages in the game. Embryo, Toddler, and 
Adult. Newly minted Devikins always arrive in the Embryo Stage. 

While in the embryo stage, nothing can be done with your NFT inside the 
game. A Devikin can stay in the embryo stage as long as its owner would 
like. This way, it is safe to store and collect your Devikin, and play with 
them at your own pace. Devikin in the embryo stage must actively be 
born by their owner. 

In the Toddler Stage, Devikin have a finite time span until they grow to 
the Adult Stage. Users can play the Devikidz training facet of the game 
as long as their Devikin are in the toddler stage. The Devikidz training 
gameplay lets players hone their Devikins attributes for the adult stage.

The adult stage is the last life stage of a Devikin. After a Devikin reaches 
adulthood, they will stay in that stage forever. Although, adult Devikin 
may not have another life stage to strive for, they grow in level and earn 
promotions, and the adult stage is where the true RPG cycle of Devikins 
occurs. Only adult Devikin may serve as sources for the breeding system. 

NFTs are always presented in the adult stage with their OA and base 
attributes visible in the webviewer, even if they are freshly minted and at 
the embryo stage.

LIFE STAGES

NFT visualization always presents a Devikin in its 
adult stage. However, a Devikin is always minted 
at the embryo stage.
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BASE ATTRIBUTES

Not as important as affinity, yet the higher 
the better. 

Devikin have five base attributes: Vitality, Power, Fortitude, Agility, and 
Sanity. These attributes form the core of combat:

 • Vitality represents the Devikin’s resilience;
 • Power represents the Devikin’s strength;
 • Fortitude represents the Devikin’s resistance;
 • Agility represents the Devikin’s reflexes and speed;
 • Sanity represents the Devikin’s mental acuity;

Base attributes are the initial attribute values a Devikin gets by 
reaching their adult stage at level 1. During a regular mint, all of them 
are randomly rolled, and the maximum attribute value at this stage is 
100. Base attributes are the only values that are not inherited during 
procreation. Any offspring will have their base attributes rolled at 
random. 

Base attributes are not final. Players have a chance to improve 
attributes during the Devikidz training gameplay stage.

There is no maximum attribute value, and as players level up and 
promote their Devikins, they increase their attribute values. The 
maximum level for any adult Devikin is 100. 
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PROCREATION

Even though the system is called procreation, 
Devikin are genderless. 

The procreation mechanic is a way of minting new Devikins. 
Procreation offers a more controlled outcome of your Devikin mint, 
since the new Devikin is a mix of the two sources with a small chance 
of mutations.

A Mutation is when a gene or affinity inheritance is bypassed and 
rolled anew. There are some genes that can only be obtained by rolling 
for a mutation gene, this gene is given the rarity Mutated. The chance 
of having a mutated gene during a mutation is 1%.

Each individual Devikin can procreate up to 10 times. The DVK 
procreation cost increases with procreation count. A Devikin cannot 
procreate with immediate relatives. A relative is considered any of the 
sources (parents), or any offspring of the sources (siblings or niblings).

Procreation can only be performed inside the Devikins game, so while 
the game is not released, procreation will not be available. 

While procreating, not all characteristics can be inherited, nor have a 
mutation chance. Personalities, for instance, have just a small chance 
to be inherited by any offspring. Most offspring will have their own 
personality.
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When Procreating, the Procreation Count (maximum amount of times 
a Devikin can Procreate) gets passed onto the offspring. To be more 
specific, the Devikin with the lowest Procreations remaining has its 
those passed on. An example of this would be a player Procreates 
using two Devikin, one of whom has 7 Counts left, and the other has 2. 
The resulting Devikin would have 1 Procreation remaining, taking from 
the lowest.

In essence, if you Procreate using two Devikin, the one with the lowest 
Procreations remaining has that number of uses passed on.

Speaking further regarding the new Devikin that appears as a result 
of Procreation - the highest Overall Affinity or, in this case, rarity 
they can end up as, can only be one tier of rarity above the lowest 
used in Procreation. Explained further, this means that if you take an 
Uncommon Devikin (30-34OA) and a Mythic Devikin (41-49OA) and use 
them for Procreation, the highest rarity the resulting Devikin can be is 
Rare (35-40OA).

An even more radical example of this would be Procreating using a 
Mythic, and a Common Devikin. The highest possible rarity to result 
from their Procreation would be an Uncommon Devikin.

Inheritance Chance Breakdown

Regarding gene rarity or inheritance chance. 

• Dominant genes have:
 - ~55% chance of being inherited over Co-Dominant genes;
 - ~66% chance over Recessive genes; 
 - ~83% chance over Bonded genes;
 - ~78% chance over Mutated and Unique genes;

• Co-Dominant genes have:
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 - ~27% chance of being inherited over Dominant; 
 - ~55% chance over Recessive;
 - ~83% chance over Bonded genes;
 - ~74% chance over Mutated and Unique genes;

• Recessive genes have:
 - ~17% chance of being inherited over Dominant;
 - ~28% chance over Co-Dominant;
 - ~83% chance over Bonded genes;
 - ~66% chance over Mutated and Unique genes;

• Mutated genes have:
 - ~5% chance of being inherited over Dominant;
 - ~9% chance over Co-Dominant;
 - ~17% chance over Recessive;
 - ~71% chance over Bonded and Unique genes;

Bonded and Unique genes cannot be inherited. In the case that two 
sources have bonded genes, the offspring will be a Devikin with solely 
mutation genes.

The base mutation chance is ~16%. Subsequent mutations have half 
the chance of previous mutations, e.g.: ~8% for the second mutation.

Affinities have a base chance of ~42% of either source, and ~16% 
chance of mutation.

Personality inheritance chance of any given source is ~10%, whereas 
ancestry is guaranteed to be one of the original two sources.
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CONCLUSION

To summarize, Devikins NFTs will have two minting streams. The first is 
from our webstore, where players can purchase randomly generated NFTs. 
These NFTs will have their price controlled by a predefined inflation curve. 
This way the team hopes to prevent the game becoming prohibitively 
expensive for new players. The procreation mechanic is the second way of 
bringing Devikin to life. Players can mix two Devikin to create a new NFT. 
Procreation mimics genetic blending to create the new NFT.

Devikin get five affinities, one for each base attribute: Vitality, Power, 
Fortitude, Agility, and Sanity. An affinity ranges from 1 to 10. The Overall 
Affinity (OA), which is given by summing all five of a Devikin’s affinities, is 
how Devikin rarity is defined. Thus, Devikin have five rarity tiers: Common, 
Uncommon, Rare, Mythic, and Eldritch.

Genes define the visual components of a Devikin. In addition to affinities, 
genes also have rarities, defined as Dominant, Co-Dominant, Recessive, 
Unique, Bonded, and Mutated. The gene rarity is central for the procreation 
mechanic. 

Devikin have ten basic personalities, and might have limited rare ones. 
Each personality offers extra points for affinities, and its own base outfit. 

In the Void, Devikin descend from one of five ancestries. This ancestry is 
displayed via their skin tone. Ancestry has no rarity. 
Finally, the webviewer always presents the NFT in the adult stage, even if 
they are not yet at that stage within the game. In addition, NFT attributes 
are visible since the moment they are minted.
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